FOSCA NEWS
2015 – A Year in Transition
Dear Friends,
Last year I wrote to you about a restructure of the business and the rationale for it. In short, the statutory and
regulatory accountability upon a volunteer management committee had become too heavy, and an external
strategist suggested the business was vulnerable to collapse without a review of governance and management roles.
The initial review and restructure was a 12-month project. People involved with the project, those employed as a
result of it and incumbent staff affected by it, continue to discuss its viability and effectiveness. This is healthy;
change in itself is a process.
The role of the Auckland Jewish Aged Home Trust Board, though not addressed as part of the project, is now better
understood. The Trust Board acts as manager of the assets, primarily the land and the buildings. A Strategic
Development Working Group was formed towards the end of 2015 and the outcomes of regular meetings, including
recommendations, will be considered this year by the Board.
Governance – with acknowledgement that the perception and expectation of the role of governing body varies widely
depending on the organisation – belongs with the Management Committee, elected by members of Shalom Court
Auckland Incorporated. The Management Committee meets monthly to ensure that its appointed executive team is
achieving compliance with Health & Disability Sector Standards and specifically that action plans are being initiated
and progressed towards achievement of goals identified in its Strategic Plan.
The Management Committee also has a strong community focus, and it is quite usual that a governing body of a notfor-profit organisation supports its executive in its charitable work: Stepping Through Transitions, Management,
Leadership & Governance in Not-For-Profit Organisations, Judith McMorland & Ljiljana Erakovic
The creation of a paid executive team from roles that were formerly held by volunteers was a necessity if New
Zealand Jewry believes in the continued need for a dedicated Jewish aged care facility that delivers quality care. As
part of the restructure process, 5 job descriptions were created. On the clinical side the former Facility Manager and
Clinical Coordinator roles were redefined into the Resident Services Manager (RSM) and Quality Improvement
Coordinator (QIC) roles. On the administration side three roles were created where there were previously two:
Executive Officer (EO), Executive Assistant (EA) and Business Services Manager (BSM).
As EO, I am employed by and report monthly to the Management Committee. The EO employs the other 4 members
of the executive team. Unfortunately, the appointed RSM left the business in October and Catherine Escol, QIC, is
holding both clinical roles pending recruitment. Malindy Rose is the Executive Assistant, and Lisa Dorushkin is the
Business Services Manager. The team has developed excellent working relationships and the job descriptions have
brought a much needed structure regarding individual and team accountability.
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Occupancy
Shalom Court is full, with all 36 designated rest home and hospital rooms occupied. This is the first time 100%
occupancy has been achieved across all levels of care since the change to our license 10 months ago.
The 6 community cottages (outside our licensed 36 beds) are being well utilised by community and overseas
guests.
Interestingly, the cottages have also attracted interest from persons who are renting in Auckland and able to
live independently without care services but want to live in an established community, enjoy the benefits of
socialization and observe Jewish festivals and practices. Escalating rents for one bedroom units along
Auckland’s eastern corridor make Shalom Court’s current rental charge of $350/week including water and
electricity very competitive.
Shalom Court is able to rent these cottages under a standard tenancy agreement, with any “requested”
services (including food and medical) on a user pays basis.
Applications for tenancy are considered on a case-by-case basis and are not limited to only senior members of
the community.

Rental Payments to Trust Board
Each month Shalom Court (the Society) pays its landlord (the Trust Board) a rental payment of $10K. For the
2014-2015, the operation posted a $64K operating loss. If monthly rental payments to the Trust Board of $10K
were added back to this figure, the operating loss is quickly converted to an operating profit of $54K. Shalom
Court’s revenue is building up the Board’s capital reserves.
For the 2015-2016 financial year, the operation is heading towards a modest operating profit. This financial
year too the business has transferred $10K every month to its Trust Board landlord.

Acknowledgment
I want to thank the executive team – Catherine, Lisa and Malindy – for working extended hours to facilitate
admissions and bringing peace of mind to residents’ families and support persons during the holiday period.
I also would like to congratulate Shalom Court’s entire care team, including our allied medical professionals,
for their commitment to the delivery of personalised, quality care. It is because of them that Shalom Court’s
brand is well recognised in the aged care marketplace and full occupancy achieved.
I look forward to catching up with you at STARS!

Anthony
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Kadimah Visits
Two independent visits before and during Chanukah from Kadimah preschool and Year 2 built upon the historical
and valued friendship between residents and students.
It is a joy to observe their interaction, and for those residents
with no family or family afar,
a rare opportunity to chat
with

the

younger

generation.
Thank

you

to

Kadimah

preschool students and their
families for gifting a new
challah

cloth

for

our

kiddushim, and thank you to
all the participating teachers
and students for their gifts of
food, song and laughter.

Grants & Bequests
The applications for grants and the management of bequests is the role of the Business Services Manager. I’d
like to commend Lisa Dorushkin on her fastidious approach to grant applications, sourcing quotes for identified
equipment/projects and presenting them to potential benefactors.
On behalf of the Management Committee, residents, staff and volunteers, I’d like to acknowledge the generosity
of the trustees of:
The Lady Joyce Fisher Trust whose grant will be used to purchase Smart TVs for the communal lounges;
The Sir Ernest Hyam Davis Trust whose grant will be used for drop down plastic protectors and outdoor heating
for the Levene Family Lounge courtyard; and
The Brenda Lewis Charitable Trust whose grant has been used to purchase mobile recliner chairs for our
residents.
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Brick Donations
MARK BENJAMIN....on his special birthday....Harold & Estelle Goldwater (25)
In memory of COLIN COHEN....Janet & Jeff Barron (75)
JANNIS COHEN....for her friendship....Janet & Jeff Barron (75)
In honour of RABBI ABE COOPER from the Auckland Council of Christians and Jews (18)
CATHERINA DAVIES....to say farewell....Rachel Dennyss (5)
RUTH FILLER....with love from Shirley Pedersen (15)
JOHN GELB....in honour of his special birthday....Miri & Joshua Arieli (75),
Claudia & Monty Baker (75), Ronny Bruell & Pam Hayward (75),
Ilana & Ady Korpus (75), Merle & Olly Newland (75)
ANTHONY HART....best wishes....Rachel Dennyss (10)
10 BRICKS with love from Kadimah Preschool in honour of all the residents of Shalom Court
for the contributions that they have made to the Community (10)
BECKY MURRAY....on the occasion of her 95th birthday....Marie Gould (10)
BOB NAREV....in honour of his 80th birthday.... Gerti Blumenfeld (40),
Ronny Bruell & Pam Hayward (25), Jannis Cohen (20), Rachel Dennyss (5),
Shelley & Simon Elkinson (20), Andrie Hart (50), Adele & Wally Hirsh (20),
Judi & David Hoadley (50), Judy Koningham (80), Merle & Olly Newland (50),
Helen & Anatoly Scholten (50), Helen Stone (36), Tetro family (80)
MERLE & OLLY NEWLAND....all best wishes for your new home....Ruth Filler (10)
EZRA & ROZ SASSOON....with thanks and appreciation....Ruth Filler (10)
In memory of DR LEON SHENKEN....Claire & Laurence Reynolds (50)
JUDY SPALTER....on the occasion of her special birthday.... Joe & Bonnie Burns (50)
Jannis Cohen (25), Ralph Goldston (15), Barbara & Bernie Jolson (15),
Merle & Olly Newland (25)
PATRICIA TAYLOR....in appreciation for a fantastic job done....Clive Ross (50)
ARNOLD TREISTER....best wishes....Tanya, Raymond, Mia & Arie Dobbe (20)
EVA ZELAS....Mazel Tov on reaching your amazing age...Congratulations!!....Ruth Filler (10)
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Kosher Lunches with our Community Leaders
Jewish seniors have been meeting monthly at
Shalom Court with our community leaders and
enjoying open discussion on a diverse range of
topical issues.

In November attendees enjoyed the company of
Rabbis Friedler and Gutmann, and MP Tamaki
Simon O’Connor.

The meetings are followed by a $10 kosher
lunch with a changing monthly menu.
To this end, the greater part of the former
commercial kitchen (adjacent to the lower
lounge) has been koshered (dairy only).
Thank you to Rabbi Friedler and Malindy Rose
for their koshering efforts.

The next meeting is on 11 February – look for the
advertisement in AHC Shavuon and the Beth
Shalom Luach.
Lunch numbers are limited to 20; your booking
with Malindy at office@shalomcourt.co.nz is
essential.
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From “BLING IT ON” to “STARS”
“STARS” is Shalom Court’s 2016 Community Fundraiser, to be held on Sunday 21 February.
Bling It On raised $12,000 to purchase equipment to support the reading of residents with low vision and to
purchase laptops that could be taken into residents’ use to connect them to their families through applications
such as Skype.
With the increasing number of community events and services being held at Shalom Court, and requests for
the use of communal lounges for private functions, the purpose of this year’s fundraiser is to purchase new
tables, chairs and fitted tablecloths for community smachot and gatherings.
The last 5 fundraisers have been sellouts, and the Management Committee and volunteers promise you an
evening of gastronomical and astronomical adventure – time again to sharpen those auction bidding skills!
For Society (FOSCA) members, tickets are $65 inclusive of beverages, dinner and entertainment; for nonSociety members, $75 per person. Tickets can be purchased through the front office – 5217325 or
office@shalomcourt.co.nz – and guests are welcome to make up a table of 8.
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